Correcting Dysfunctional Movement Patterns – Is Local Treatment Enough?

By Jason Gray, BHK, DC, MSc

It is widely believed that mechanical, non-traumatic back pain is largely related to dysfunctional or compensatory movement patterns the body has adopted over time. Presumably, the presence of such dysfunctional movements will subject certain spinal tissues to undue stress and microtrauma. As these dysfunctional patterns are repeated over time, larger-scale tissue damage and symptom provocation can develop.

There is some evidence supporting the link between patterns of movement displayed during functional movements and back pain. Research has shown that low back pain patients exhibit specific and discriminating movement characteristics during a number of functional movement tasks including forward bending and return from forward bending,\textsuperscript{1-3} as well as sit-to-stand movements.\textsuperscript{4-5} For this reason, an important objective of low back pain treatment should involve the correction of dysfunctional multi-segment movement patterns. However, this goal raises the question, "How do we change how our patients move"?

Is Removing the Source of Compensation Enough to Change Movement?

A prevailing assumption within clinical circles is that dysfunctional or compensatory movement patterns result primarily from local strength or mobility deficits, which prevent proper motion from occurring. In this context, excessive or unwanted motion of the lumbar spine during functional movements would be either 1) the body’s attempt to compensate for a mobility restriction in an adjacent segment; or 2) an inability of the muscles to hold the spine and pelvis stable. Examples of such patterns include excessive lumbar extension in the presence of tight hip flexors during the late stance phase of gait; and excessive frontal-plane motion in conjunction with a weak gluteus medius or quadratus lumborum during midstance.

skeleton bending - Copyright â Stock Photo / Register Mark While the idea of local muscle or joint deficits as drivers of dysfunctional movement patterns may seem a logical assumption, if this notion were true, one would expect to find a predictable relationship between static measures of strength or flexibility and joint
kinematics observed during functional movements. But empirical support for this assumption is lacking.

For example, while it is commonly believed that tightness and restricted range of motion (ROM) of the hip will force the lumbar spine to move excessively during functional activities, Norris, et al. (2006) found no correlation between hamstring length and the range of pelvic tilt during forward bending. Likewise, studies have failed to find a correlation between static measures of hip extension and the degree of anterior pelvic tilt demonstrated during walking or running. Hip abduction strength has also correlated poorly with the magnitude of pelvic drop during walking.

Furthermore, if local strength or mobility deficits were the cause of common dysfunctional movement patterns, one would expect that correction of such deficits would result in the improvement of the offending pattern. However, a recent study by Mooreside and McGill (2013) demonstrated that despite significant increases in hip flexibility and core muscle endurance following a six-week exercise program, these changes did not correspond to any significant changes in movement coordination patterns of the lumbo-pelvic-hip region.

A similar lack of transference between improvements in local muscle strength and functional joint kinematics has been reported in the lower extremity. Again, we fail to find support for the notion that dysfunctional movement patterns are caused by local dysfunction. So, what is the cause of such movement dysfunction?

**Movement: What Does It Represent and How Do We Change It?**

Instead of viewing movement through the lens of local tissue dysfunction, it is more appropriate to view these patterns as a physical representation of how the body has "learned" to move and interact with the surrounding environment. While dysfunctional movement patterns will often be related to local dysfunction, and in many cases may have been initiated as a result of specific tissue pathology, these patterns appear to represent more deeply ingrained habits the body has adopted over time as a preferred movement strategy.

This is not to suggest that local tissue health is not important. Certainly strength and mobility deficiencies should be addressed through treatment. However, what is clear is that the correction of these deficits, in and of themselves, should not be expected to normalize the dysfunctional movement. Conscious efforts must also be made to reteach the body how to select and execute more appropriate patterns of coordinated motion.
Therefore, in addition to improving the patient’s capacity for more effective movement, we must also teach the patient how to utilize this increased strength and flexibility gained through treatment during activities of daily living. There is some evidence to support that this approach can be effective in changing movement patterns.

For example, Kiesel, et al. (2011) reported on the utility of interventions that focused not only on the correction of local strength and flexibility impairments, but also included corrective exercises with the goal of teaching subjects how to utilize the increased ROM gained when moving through previous patterns of restricted movement. Similar findings have been seen when attempting to retrain the mechanical characteristics of a golf swing.

**Putting Principles Into Action**

I close with a brief case study demonstrating how to put these principles into practice. Recently a patient presented to our office with a complaint of chronic lower back pain exacerbated by standing after prolonged sitting and when trying to straighten up after bending forward during housework. The pain prevented her from straightening up to a full upright position; however, the symptoms lessened after a minute or two of being upright.

Key examination findings included excessive lumbar flexion and reduced hip flexion during standing trunk flexion; as well as limited mobility with hip flexion and straight-leg-raise testing (neural differentiation was negative).

The patient was diagnosed with a posterior disc derangement syndrome (pathoanatomical diagnosis) and lumbar flexion syndrome (pathomechanical diagnosis). The goals of treatment were to 1) improve hip flexion / cross-body adduction mobility; 2) improve trunk extensor endurance; and 3) retrain the forward-bending pattern.

Hip and hamstring mobility were treated with soft-tissue treatment and home stretching exercises. Trunk extensor endurance exercises were also prescribed. To correct the forward-bending pattern, the patient was taught how to bend forward while using a hip-hinge strategy. This included specific coaching on how to hold a slight anterior pelvic tilt, and how to disassociate the trunk from the hips while bending forward.
When returning from this forward position, the patient was taught how to pull the trunk to an upright position using the hips and hamstrings instead of the trunk muscles. Once the patient learned this motion, it was added to her home exercise routine. At home, a broomstick was initially used to provide more objective feedback in ensuring the lower back retained a slight lordosis. As control improved, the broomstick was removed, allowing the patient to focus on how the correct motion felt without external feedback.

In addition to performing this movement as a formal exercise twice a day, the patient was also instructed to utilize this pattern every time she had to bend forward with daily activities. As both strength and control improved, weight was added to the exercise. After four weeks of care, the patient noted a significant reduction pain, with little to no symptoms during daily activities.
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